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Mr. Frisbee begins the interview with an overview of his family’s involvement with the 

newspaper business in Florida and the decision to establish a daily newspaper in Bartow during 

the Great Depression (page 1).  He examines the factors that helped the newspaper survive: the 

practice of kiting checks, advertisements from friends, making it a free-circulation paper, and the 

infusion of money from the Polk County delinquent tax list (page 2).  He discusses his father’s 

columns, “Off My Chest” and “Private Opinion” (page 3-4).  On page 5, he recalls the purchase 

of The Polk County Record from the Gallemore family in 1946.  Mr. Frisbee details the roles 

each family member played at the newspaper, including the wives (page 6).  He makes a special 

reference to his mother’s work, Peace River Pioneers (page 6-7). 

 

Mr. Frisbee analyzes changes in newspaper printing over time: different publication days, cold-

type technology, and computerized printing (page 10-11).  He comments on purchasing the Ft. 

Meade Leader as a satellite paper to the Polk County Democrat (page 8-9), establishing the Polk 

County Times as a niche county government publication (page 12-13), and taking over the Lake 

Wales News, an independent newspaper (page 14-15).  On page 16, he distinguishes local weekly 

papers from dailies such as the Tampa Tribune by focusing on small newspapers’ ability to give 

in-depth coverage to community issues.   

 

Mr. Frisbee talks about the process of endorsing political candidates, the importance of taking an 

editorial position, and their policy regarding letters to the editor (page 18-19, 23).  He claims that 

one of the greatest difficulties of a weekly newspaper is recruiting and training staff because of 

the comparatively low salary (page 20).  Bartow’s population and community character are said 

to have changed; the resulting influences on circulation and advertising content are assessed 

(page 21-22).   

 

He summarizes four possible outcomes for the newspaper’s future (page 24).  He then 

distinguishes between his paper and publications like USA Today and mentions the competition 

from other forms of media (page 25-26).  Mr. Frisbee discusses the responsibility of giving back 

to the community and expresses his hopes that the newspaper will continue to maintain its 

quality after his retirement (page 27).  He concludes by questioning the future effects of Bartow’s 

rapid growth on the community (page 28). 


